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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study a nonlinear diffusion problem on a bounded inter- 
val 
Q=(-L,L). 
Writing 
Q = Q x (0, co ), 
this problem has the form 
4z)~=(Iz,I-‘zA~ in Q 
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Here L, U, and V are strictly-positive constants, m > 1, and 
i 
- 
c(s)= ;+; 
for ~60 
for s>O (1.2) 
with c* > 0. The initial data z0 will always belong to W’3m(Q), and often to 
C’(d), and will always have zb > 0, zO( - L) = - U, and z,(L) = V. 
Problem I arises in a theory, developed in [ 173, for two interacting 
biological species that disperse in response to population pressure. This 
theory is based on the assumption that the individual dispersal velocities 
are proportional to -(u + u),, with u and v the corresponding densities. If 
we assume that the habitat Q is isolated, then the resulting initial-value 
problem has the form 
I 
u/ = kl c4u + ill,, 
u, = k,Ceu + ~Ll,~ 
in Q 
(II) 
u(u+o).=o(u+u)~=o, on &2x(0, co) 
4% 0) = u,(x), 4x, 0) = &), XEQ. 
Here’ k,, k, > 0, and the initial density distributions u,, and u,, are given 
nonnegative functions on Q. 
Problems I and II are related as follows. Consider the special case of 
Problem II that arises when the two species are initially segregated, i.e., 
when 
u()(x) Ef 0 for x > a, UJX) = 0 for x<a 
for some a E Q. An interesting question is whether Problem II has a 
solution pair (u, u) with u( ., t) and V( ., t) segregated at all later times t. To 
answer this question we write 
U := 
s 
q,(x) dx, V := q,(x) dx, 
R s R 
and introduce the function 
z(x, t) = - U+ J‘* [u(s, t) + u(s, t)] ds. 
-L 
’ The case kl > 0, k, = 0 is discussed in [7, 93. 
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Since the total population of each species is conserved, 
and it is not difficult to verify, at least formally, that when u and u are 
segregated for all time z satisfies Problem I with m = 2, c = 2/k,, 
c + = 2/k,, and 
z,(x)= -u+S‘ [u()(s)+u,(s)] ds. 
-L 
(For a proof that Problems I and II are equivalent when u and v are 
segregated, we refer to [8].) Thus establishing the existence of a segregated 
solution of Problem II is equivalent to solving Problem I. 
Two mathematical difficulties arise when studying the differential 
equation (1.1). First, the equation is of degenerate-parabolic type: at points 
where z, = 0 it loses its parabolicity. Second, the function c(z) is not dif- 
ferentiable at z = 0. To prove existence and uniqueness2 for Problem I there 
are more or less standard methods of overcoming these difficulties. The 
resulting theorem is stated in Section 2 and proved in Section 8, where we 
show also that z.,>O on Q. 
The main purpose of this paper is to give a detailed description of the 
interface3 
.a= {(x, t)eQ:z(x, t)=O}. 
With respect to Problem II, 9 represents the segregation front which 
separates the two species as they disperse (cf. [8]). The precise nature of 9 
is the content of Theorem 2.3. As an illustrative example we describe the 
results for the case in which the interval 
[a,,a,] := {x~SZ:zO(x)=O} 
has positive measure. This corresponds to Problem II with the two species 
initially separated by the set [a,, a,]. First we observe that, since z, 2 0, 
there exist functions [’ : [0, co) + Q such that 
Y= {(x, t):[-(t)<x<[+(t), t30). 
z It is important to note that uniqueness for Problem (I) yields uniqueness for Problem (II) 
only within the class of segregated solutions. This leaves open the possibility of a nonsegregated 
solution corresponding to segregafed intial data. We conjecture that this cannot happen, a 
conjecture strengthened by the fact that there is uniqueness for Problem (II) in the special 
case k, = k, (cf. 1231). 
’ We use the term interface even though for small times t the sections {x: (x, I) E 4) are not 
necessarily single points. 
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FIG. 1. The free boundaries for a special case with I= 3. The interface (segregation front) 
.O consists of the curve [ and the region between [ - and < +. The classical free boundary is the 
union of the curves CT. cm, [‘, and CF. The shaded area corresponds to u = u = z, = 0. 
We will show that (Fig. 1) 
(i) i’ and [- are continuous; 
(ii) there exists a time T > 0 such that 
(a) [-(t)<[+(t) for Obt<T, 
(b) [-(t)=[+(t)=:[(t) for taT; 
(iii) [ ~ is nondecreasing and i’ is nonincreasing on [0, T]; 
(iv) [E C’( T, cc) and z.,(<(t), t) > 0 for t > T. 
The proof of Theorem 2.3 is given in Sections 5 and 6 and uses 
preliminary results established in Sections 3 and 4. In Section 3 we consider 
a sequence of approximate problems, suitably regularized, whose solutions 
z,! have z,,, 3 l/n. Hence the level sets of z, are curves x = X,,(p, t) defined 
by 
Z,W,(P, t)) =zn(p, 0) 
for p~0. These level curves are important as they furnish a means of 
analyzing the interface -0, which is itself a level set of z, namely, {z = O}. 
Following an idea introduced in [16], we show, in Section 4, that the 
function X,(p, 1) satisfies a parabolic equation in Q, and using this 
equation we derive the estimate 
IX,,1 <Ct-’ for t>O, (1.3) 
or, alternatively, if we assume in addition that ((zb)“- ’ )’ is bounded in Sz, 
I J-n, I G c for r>O, (1.4) 
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where the constant C does not depend on n. These and other estimates for 
X, are crucial to our analysis. 
We also discuss (Theorem 2.5) the free boundary which separates the set 
{(x, t): 2,(x, t)=O} f rom the remainder of 0. This more classical free 
boundary has properties essentially known from experience with the 
porous-media equation. For that reason we only sketch the analysis, and 
this sketch is postponed until Section 9. 
In Section 7 we discuss the large-time behavior of the solution z. We 
show that, as t + co, z( ., t) converges exponentially to the unique steady- 
state solution of Problem I (Theorem 2.6). 
A simple generalization of (1.1) is the equation 
c(z), = dZ.YL (1.5) 
which arises when the dispersal model is generalized-in an obvious man- 
ner-to yield equations of the form 
(1.6) 
Assume that II/ is smooth and consistent with 
sly(s) > 0 for s#O. (1.7) 
Then the generalizations of Problems I and II, based on ( 1.5) and (1.6), are 
equivalent within the class of segregated solutions provided 
q(s) = 5’ h)‘(A) dl 
0 
(1.8) 
and c is defined by (1.2) with c- = l/k,, c+ = l/k,. Nearly all of our results 
generalize to the differential equation (1.5) with cp subject to (1.7), (1.8). 
Although the estimate (1.3) does not easily generalize, this is no problem, 
as (1.4) remains valid provided ($(zb))’ is bounded on 52. 
Notarion. To avoid a profusion of symbols, we will consistently write 
ZT for (z.,)~ 
and z(t) for z( ., t). Also, 
II. Ilp := II. II LP(n)r lQ7QCo 
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2. MAIN RESULTS 
We begin with the definition of a (weak) solution. Let 
Q=(-L,L), P = Q x (0, a ), Q, = Q x (0, ~1, 
and write 
Z(x)= -u+ Eg(x+L), XEi-2, (2.1) 
so that Z is the unique steady-state solution of Problem I. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A function z E C( [0, 00): L’(Q)) is a solution of 
Problem 1 if 
(i) z-5 E L"((0, co): Wm(Q) n HA(Q)); 
(ii) z, E L’(Q,) for all r > 0; 
(iii) z(0) = z,; 
(iv) for all $ E C’(Q) with @ = 0 on &2 x (0, co) and each r > 0, 
s e~iC(z),~+IZ,lm-lZ.~l/l.~}=O. 
We shall establish the existence of a unique solution under the following 
assumption on the initial data: 
HI. Z~E W'@(sZ), zO(--L)= -U, z,(L)= V, .&a0 a.e. in 52. 
THEOREM 2.2 (Existence and uniqueness). Let z0 satisfy hypothesis4 Hl. 
Then Problem I has a unique solution z. Further, 
(i) zEC(Q), z,EC(ax(O, co)),z,>O in Q; 
(ii) the set (z(t): t 2 l} isprecompact in C’(a); 
(iii) $zo E C’(n), then z, E C(Q), and the set (z(t): t > 0} is precom- 
pact in C’(B). 
Since z., > 0 the set 
4 := {(x, t)EQ:Z(X, t)=O) 
forms the interface between the sets 
(2.2) 
((4 t):z(x, two} and {(x, t):z(x, t)>O}. 
4 Cf. Remark 3.3. 
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The next theorem is our main result; it gives the precise nature of this inter- 
face and shows that for t large enough .a is given by a C’ curve x = i(t). 
We shall prove this theorem under an assumption stronger than Hl, 
namely, 
H2. z0 E C’(Q), zO( -L) = - U, z,(L) = V, zb 3 0 on 0, and there exists 
an Ed, 0 <E” < U, V, such that 
z;(x) > 0 .for all x E Sz with 0 < 1 z,(x)1 <Ed. (2.3) 
THEOREM 2.3. (Properties of the interface). Let z be the solution of 
Problem I with initial data z,, subject to H2. Then there are continuous 
functions 
(‘: [O, m)+Q 
such that the interface (2.2) is given by 
.a= {(x, t):[ (t)<x<(+(t), t>O}. (2.4) 
Moreover, there are times 0 < t’ < T < 00 such that: 
(i) [- is constant on [0, t ] and strictly increasing on (t-, T); 
(ii) [’ is constant on [0, t’] and strictly decreasing on (t’, T); 
(iii) [* E C’(t’, T]; 
(iv) [-(t)=[‘(t)=:[(t)for t> T; 
on (T, a3 ) and, if T> 0, Lipschitz continuous down to 
[‘(t)=j- lim (z~~‘)~~(x, t)=B+ lim (zT-‘).Y(x, t) 
yfi(t) rli(t) 
with 
B’= -(m_nl)c’. (2.5) 
Remark 2.4. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.3: 
(i) if ((zb)” ‘)’ E L”(Q), then c is Lipschitz continuous down to 
t = T even when T= 0; 
(ii) if {x~SZ:z,(x)= 0) has nonzero measure, then T > 0. 
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Also of interest is the free boundary which separates the set 
N= {(XJ)E@Z,.(X, t)=O} 
from the remainder of 0. The properties of this more classical free boun- 
dary-already essentially known from experience with the porous-media 
equation w, = ( wm).K.X-are given in the next theorem. For convenience, we 
shall utilize the additional hypothesis: 
H3. The set {x~fi:zb(x)=O} consists of a finite number 120 of non- 
empty, closed, connected subsets of 0. 
THEOREM 2.5 (Properties of the classical free boundary). Let z be the 
solution of Problem I with initial data subject to H2, H3. Then there are con- 
tinuous functions 
[,+ : [0, T,] + a, 
j= 1, 2 ,..., 1, with T, finite, c,: < iI+, and 
l,y(Tj)=i,+(Tj), 
such that the sets 
4:= {(x, t)E@[,:(t)<x<i;f(t),O<t<T,) 
are mutually disjoint and’ 
Moreover, for each jc { 1, 2 ,..., I}, 
(i) z=constant =: 0, on -5; 
(ii) there are times t,+ E [0, T,] such that [,*, t,’ , and T, obey con- 
ditions strictly analogous to (i)-(iii) of Theorem 2.3. 
Finally, if zO(x) = z;(x) = 0 at some XE 52, then (3, = 0 for some j, and 
[: = [’ on [0, T, = T] for that j, where c’ and T are defined in 
Theorem 2.3. 
Our final result of this section shows that the solution z(t; z,)-of 
Problem I which initial data z,-stabilizes to equilibrium as t -+ co. 
5dV=0 if /=O. 
505.167,1-5 
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THEOREM 2.6 (Large-time behavior). Let 5 be the unique steady-state 
solution of Problem I. Then given any initial function z0 consistent with Hl, 
there are constants M, y > 0 such that 
II 4t; zo) - .2 II Cl(O). <Me-” for t21. 
3. THE SEQUENCE {zn) 
In this section we will construct a sequence of regularized problems I, 
with smooth solutions z,. The sequence {z,} will be crucial to our analysis 
in two respects: (i) the limit of z,, will be the solution of Problem I; (ii) the 
level curves of z, will form the basis of our study of the interface z = 0. As 
our first step we approximate the initial data under the assumption that 
z0 satisfies Hl. 
This assumption will be tacit throughout the remainder of the paper. 
LEMMA 3.1. There exists a sequence of functions {zOn, n = 1, 2,...,} c 
Cx(Q) such that 
(i) z&-L)= -U, z&= 0 in a neighborhood of Xl, and l/n < zb,, < 
IIzbII,+K/n in Q for some ic>O; 
(ii) zon -+ zo in C(D) as n + co; 
(iii) ifzoe C’(B), then zon +zo in C’(a) as n -+ 00; 
(iv) if((zb)‘+‘)‘~L”(Q), then lI((&,Y’- ‘)‘IIr: 6 Il((zb)“~‘)‘l15. 
The proof of this lemma and the next are standard and will be 
postponed until Section 8. 
In the same spirit, we approximate the piecewise-linear function c in 
(1.2) by a sequence {c,} with the following properties: 
C,E cm(R), 
c, + c uniformly on R as n + co, 
uniformly on compact subsets of R\ { 0 ) as n + co, 
(3.1) 
c:, + cl 
min{c+,c-}<c~<max{c+,C} on R. 
Thus, letting {zo,,} and {c,} be as above and defining 
vn = z,,(L), 
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we are led to the following sequence of problems: 
! 
C,(Z),=(IZ.~Im-‘Z.~),, in Q, (3.2) 
KJ 4-b t)= -u, 4L 1) = v,, o<t<cO, (3.3) 
4x7 0) = h?(X), XEQ. (3.4) 
LEMMA 3.2. Problem I,, has a unique (classical) solution z,. Moreover, 
6) z, E P(Q) and, for each z > 0 and a E (0, l), z,, E C2+?*-‘+~‘*(Qr); 
(ii) l/n 6 z,, < 11 zb 11 o. + IC/~ in Q, with K given by Lemma 3.1(i); 
(iii) the sequence {z,,} is bounded in L’(Q); 
(iv) the sequence {z,,} is uniformly equicontinuous on a x [S, co) for 
each 6 > 0 and, of 20 E C’(D), uniformly equicontinuous on 8; 
In Section 8 we will show that the sequence {z,} converges to the unique 
solution qf Problem I: for each T > 0, 
z, + z in C(Q,) as n+ co, (3.5) 
and, for SE (0, r), 
-7 “nr -+ i, in C(sZ x [s, 21) as n+co. (3.6) 
Finally, when Z~E C’(Q), then 
i ,I.Y + ZY in C(&) as n-i co. (3.7) 
Remark 3.3. Theorem 2.2 can be proved without the rather restrictive 
condition zba0 in hypothesis Hl, but the proof requires a different 
approximation to Problem I, since the sequence zon in Lemma 3.1 no 
longer exists. Instead, one can choose an approximation in which Eq. ( 1.1) 
is replaced by 
c,(z),=((I~,I~~‘+lln)z,), in Q. 
We have chosen the approximation by Problem I,, as the solutions z, are 
more applicable to our study of the interface. 
4. THE LEVEL SETS OF Z, AND z 
In this section we will establish several important properties of the level 
sets of the functions z, and z. These properties will be used extensively in 
the proof of Theorem 2.3. 
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We begin with the functions 
z,: Q-+ Iw 
which solve the approximating problem I,. Since z, is smooth with 
z,, 2 l/n (Lemma 3.2) it follows from the implicit function theorem that 
there exists a smooth function 
such that, for each (p, t) E Q, 
Z,(X”(P, t)3 t) =%7(P), (4.1) 
i.e., x= X,(p, f) are the level curves for z,. Lemma 3.2(ii) implies the 
existence of constants y(n), r(n) such that 
0 <y(n) 6 XHP < f(n), 
where X,&J, t) = dX,(p, t)/@, and the mapping (p, t) H (x, t), 
x = X,(p, t), is a diffeomorphism of 0 onto itself. Moreover, 
X,(P, 0) -p, X,( fL, t)= +L, I X,(P, t)l G L in 0. (4.2) 
THEOREM 4.1. There is a constant C, > 0 such that 
I Xm(P, t)l G c, t- ’ on Qx(O, co), 
and, if ((4) m-‘)’ E L”(Q), a constant C, > 0 such that 
lXn,(P, t)l G G on Q, 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
where the constants C, and C, are independent of n. 
ProoJ For convenience, we suppress the subscript n and write X=X,,, 
z=z,, zo=z(Jn, c=c,. 
The relation 
$z(X(p, t), t)=O 
and Eq. (3.2) for z imply that 
X,(P, t)= -c’(zdp))-‘mh- l)-’ (z:-‘)~ (WP, [I. t), (4.5) 
and this in turn leads to 
x, = --A(X;m)p - BX;“, (4.6) 
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where A(p) and B(p) are functions on s2 defined by 
A = c’(z&’ (zb)“-‘, 
B=c’(z&‘m(m- 1))’ ((zb)“-I)‘. 
Next, if we differentiate (4.6) with respect to t, we find that 
(X,),=mA[X~-‘(X,),],+mBX;“-‘(X,),. 
Thus the function 
(4.7) 
q(p, t) = tX,(p, t) - (m + 1 J-l X(P, t) 
satisfies the parabolic equation 
q,=mA(X,-“~‘q,),+mBX~“-‘q P P 
and must therefore attain its extrema on the parabolic boundary of Q. 
Thus, since tX,(p, t) = 0 on this boundary, we may use (4.2) to arrive at the 
estimate (4.3). 
To derive the estimate (4.4) note that, since X, satisfies the parabolic 
equation (4.7) it must attain its extreme values on the parabolic boundary 
of Q. But X,() L, t) z 0; hence 1 X,1 is bounded by its maximum value at 
t = 0. This latter quantity is easily estimated using (4.5) at t = 0 in con- 
junction with (3.1), and the fact that X(p, 0) -p; thus (reinstating the sub- 
script n) we are led to the estimate 
IIX,,(., t)ll,<Gl Ilw”)m-‘)‘Ilm 
with C,, = nz/(nz - 1 ) min{r ~, c+ 1, and (4.4) follows from Lemma 3.l(iv). 
I 
A useful identity is easily derived using (4.7). Indeed, (4.7) may be 
written in the form 
U%,) &Jnr, =mC(zb”)mX~m-lXntplp, 
and if we multiply this equation by X,,, integrate over CJ x [s, r], and use 
the fact that X,,( f L, t) = 0, we arrive at the desired result 
s 
t=r 
CX%,) &7(Xnt)2 = -2m (&JmX~“- ‘Wn,)2. (4.8) 
R ,=s I Rx Cs.71 
Remark 4.2. For each p E Q, the function t H X,(p, t) is the level curve 
of z, at the level zo,(p). If we think of particles which move along level cur- 
ves of z,, then x = X,(p, t) is the position at time t of the particle which 
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occupied the position p at time t = 0. In this sense particles are labelled by 
their positions at t = 0. We could equally well have labelled these curves by 
their positions r at an arbitrarily given time T 2 0. The corresponding level 
curves x = Y,(r, t) then satisfy Y,(r, t) = r and 
z,( Y,(r, t), t) = z,(r, 7) for (r, t)E Q 
We call Y, : 0 + 0 so defined the system of level curves for z,, labelled at 
time r. Clearly, for r = X,(p, T), 
Y,(r, t) = x,(p, t), YJr, t) = X,,(P, t) 
and the estimates (4.3), (4.4) hold with X,,,(p, t) replaced by Y,,(r, t). 
The next lemma will be useful in studying the level sets of the solution z 
of Problem I. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let z0 E C’(a). If for some x0 E 52, t, > 0, 
4x0, to) z 0, z,(xo, to) = 0, (4.9) 
then for all t E [O, to), 
4x0, t) = 4x0, to), z.,(xg, t) = 0. 
Proof: Our first step will be to show that if for some X~E Q and 
0 < To < to, 
&o, t) = 0 for te CT,, toI, (4.10) 
then 
4x0, t) = 4x0, to) for tE [z,, to]. (4.11) 
Thus assume (4.10) holds. Let z, be the solution of Problem I,,. Then, by 
(3.2), for z. < t 6 to, 
z,(xo, to) - z,(x0, t) 
= 
s ‘a cXz,)-’ ((zJ’7.r ds , I = .qJ 
m ‘0 =- 
s m-l , 
ci(z,)-’ z,.A(z,,)“- ‘1.x ds 3 
.r = .rg 
and in view of (4.3), (4.5), 
I z&o7 to) -a-o? t)l 6; jr0 I znxbo, s)l 4 T<t<to, 
, 
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for some constant C > 0 independent of n. By (3.6) and (4.10), the integral 
above converges to zero as n + co; thus and by the continuity of z, (4.11) 
holds. 
Assume next that (4.9) is satisfied. Then there is a neighborhood 
J/(x,, to) in which w  = z, is a (weak) solution of the porous-media 
equation lwI= (w@‘).~.~ with L=c+ or c-. It is a well known property of 
such solutions that the set in which w  > 0 expands with time (cf. [lo, 111): 
if (x,, t) E N(x,,, to) for t, d t < t,, then w(x,, to) = 0 implies that 
2,(x0, t) = w(x,, t) = 0 for t E [t,, to]. 
Hence, if we set 
r,=inf{l,~ [0, tO]:z,(xO, t)=O for t~(t,, t,]}, 
then r0 < t, and (4.10) (4.11) hold. In particular, since z, E C(o), 
z,(xo, 50) = 0, 4x0, to) = 4x0, to) # 0. 
We have only to show that rO= 0. But this must be so, for if z,, > 0 we 
could repeat the above argument with (x,, to) replaced by (x0, T,J and con- 
tradict the definition of TV. 1 
The next lemma tells us that the level sets z = +E are, for E E (0, so), 
smooth curves on which z., > 0. Here s0 > 0 is as specified in hypothesis H2. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let - satisfy H2. Then there exist functions 
[’ : [0, co) -b 52 and:’ for each E E (0, &oh continuous functions 
[ + c : [0, co ) + 52 such that: - 
(i) ((x,t)~Q:z(x,t)=+~}=((x,t)~~:x=~~,(t)}, 
(ii) i+, EC~(O,~O) andz,(<+,(t),t)>Ofor t>O, 
(iii) C~,(~)=B’(Z:-~).~ (i,,(i), l)for t>O (cf. (2.5)), 
(iv) ikE + [* as E JO, pointwise on [0, m), 
(v) z(%‘(t), t)=O for t>O. 
Proof. We shall confine our attention to [,; the proof for [-, is strictly 
analogous. 
We show first that z., > 0 on the level sets 
{(x, l)EQ.Z(X, l)‘&}, E E: (0,&o). 
We argue by contradiction. Suppose there exist an E E (0, E,,) and a point 
(x0, to) E Q such that 
4x0, to) = 0, z(xo, to) = E. 
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Then Lemma 4.3 implies that zb(xo) = 0 and zO(x,) = E, which contradicts 
(2.3). 
By the implicit function theorem there exists a function [Ed C[O, co) 
such that x = c,(t) is the level curve (z = E}. Choose to E (0, co). Then, since 
z, z, > 0 at (c,(to), to), it follows from standard theory that there is a 
neighborhood of (c,(to), to) in which z is C” and a classical solution of 
cfzI= (z:),. Thus, near t,, c, is C” and obeys the relation in (iii) (cf. the 
derivation of (4.5)). Thus (i)-(iii) are valid. 
Next, since [, is monotone in E and bounded below there exists a 
function 1’ : [0, co) + R such that, for each t 2 0, i,(t) + C’(t) as E J 0. 
Since z is continuous and z([,(t), t) + 0 as E JO, z([+ (t), t) = 0 for t 2 0. 1 
5. THE INTERFACE: PROOF OF THEOREM 2.3(i)-(iv) 
In this section we will establish the existence of continuous functions [’ : 
[0, co) +D such that (it(iv) of Theorem 2.3 hold. The proof will be 
carried out in two steps. The first will establish the existence of the interface 
curves [* for the time interval [0, r] in which the regions {z < 0} and 
{z > 0} do not interact. The precise meaning of the phrase “do not 
interact” will become clear in the course of the proof. 
In the second step we will show that the interface for t > T is given by a 
single curve x = c(t). The crux of this step is showing that z, > 0 on the set 
&, where for any r > 0 we define 
,a;= {(x, r)EQ:Z(x, t)=O, t>r}. (5.1) 
Step 1. Existence of [ * (t) for 0 < t 6 T. 
We shall consider separately the following two cases (which are 
exhaustive): 
Case 1. z,(x,) = 0, zb(x,) > 0 for some x0 E Q. 
Case 2. z;(x) = 0 whenever z,,(x) = 0. 
(5.2) 
For case 1, x0 is the only point at which z0 = 0. It therefore makes sense 
to define 
T=O, [‘(O)=[-(0)=x, for case 1; (5.3) 
then, trivially, (i )( iii ) are satisfied. 
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Consider next case 2. Here w  can define continuous 
by 
i 
4(x) if z,(x)<0 
w;(x) = 
0 if z,(x)>0 
0 
we’(x) = 
i 
if z,(x)<0 
&l(x) if zO(x) > 0, 
so that 
z,(x)= -u+Qw(y +wo’). 
functions w: on 0 
(5.4) 
We shall define [ * and T in terms of the solution@ W* : Q + R of the 
problems 
in Q 
on aQx(O, co) 
XEQ. 
Indeed, for each t > 0 we write 
P’(t)= {x& w’(x, t)>O} 
and define TE [0, co) and [’ : [0, T] -+ Q by 
T=sup{t>O:P-(t)nP+(t)=@}, 
[-(t)=sup P-(t), [+(t)=infP+(t). 
(5.5) 
Thus T is the time at which the supports of w-(t) and w’(t) meet. 
It follows (cf. Section 9 for a sketch) that i’ E C[O, T], 5’ obey (i)-(iii) 
of Theorem 2.3, and i-(T) = [ + (T). We will complete the proof of step 1 
by showing that Eq. (2.4) is satisfied on [0, T], i.e., that given any 
t E 10, Tl, 
z(x, t) = 0 for, and only for, [~ (t) d x < c+(t). (5.6) 
6 Solutions are again defined in a weak sense (cf., e.g., [S] for existence and uniqueness); it 
is known that w+ are continuous on p. 
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LEMMA 5.1. For case 2 the solution z of Problem I and the solutions w * 
of Problems (PM’ ) are related on [0, T] by 
z(x, t)= -U+jx [w--(s, t)+w+(s, t)] ds for (x, t)E QT. (5.7) 
-L 
Granted (5.7), the conservation law 
s,w-(t)=j w,=u for t>O 
R 
and the definition (5.5) of c’ imply that (5.6) holds for 0 < t < T, and this 
yields the validity of (2.4) on [0, T]. Thus, once we have proved 
Lemma 5.1, we will have established the existence of continuous functions 
if : [0, T] + G such that 
(a) the relation (2.4) holds on [0, T]; 
(b) (i)-(iii) of Theorem 2.3 are satisfied; 
(cl i-(T)=I+(T). 
(5.8) 
Proof of Lemma 5.1. Let i : QT + R denote the right hand side of (5.7). 
Note that, by (5.4), 
2(x, 0) = zo(x) in Sz. 
Suppose we could show that: 
(a) 2, E L2(QT); 
(/?) for any $ E C’(QT) with Ic/ = 0 on XJ x [0, T], 
(5.9) 
Then, using the properties of the solutions w+ of the porous-media 
problems (PM’) in conjunction with the obvious analog of Definition 2.1 
for a finite time interval, it would be clear that i solves Problem I on Q,; 
since this solution is unique (cf. Lemma 8.1, which also holds in these cir- 
cumstances), it would then follow that z = i on Q, and hence that (5.7) is 
valid. We now establish (a) and (8). 
The functions W* satisfy, for all x E C2,‘(&,) with xX = 0 on asz x [0, T], 
c+ 
I w’(t) x(t) ic+w+xr+ (w+)mx.x.r~. n 
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Choose $ E Cl(&) with $ = 0 on &2 x [O, T] and substitute 
x(x, t) = jl, Iclh t) ds 
into these equations. Defining 
Y=I-(T)=l+(T) 
and using the relations (valid for 0 < t < T) 
w-(x, t)=O for x>y, 
i 
.,’ w-(x, t) dx= U, 
-L 
s L w+(x, t)=O for x<y, w+(x, t)dx= V, r 
we obtain, after integrating by parts, 
I 
r r=r 
T -c- at) ti(t) = 
-L I JJ r=o 0 
LL { -c-iI),+ (w- + W+)mlfGx}, 
L f=T 
-c+ 
s 
ar) $(f) = 
.I I 1.l I=0 
,r Jr { -c+ill/,+ (w- + w+y ljx}. 
Adding these equations yields 
s I=T d;(t)) t4t) I j = Qr {c(i) 4+ew (5.10) R r=0 
and (5.9) follows provided c(i), E L*( Q T). 
It is standard that (w’);EL*(Q~). Thus, since i;=(w-)m+(~+)m, it 
follows that (~;),EL*(Q~). But by (5.10), c(i),= (i’J)X in the sense of dis- 
tributions. Thus c(i), E L2( Q T). 1 
Step. 2. Existence of c(t) for T< t < 00. 
LEMMA 5.2. z,>o on YT. 
Proof: Consider first case 1, for which, by (5.3), T=O. Here (2.3) yields 
zb>O on (c-,(O), i,(O)), so that, by Lemma 4.4, z,>O on the parabolic 
boundary of the set 
Thus, in view of the maximum principle, z,>O on this set, and hence 
on #“. 
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Thus consider case 2, which is more difficult. 
If z, > 0 at some point (x,, to) E & the maximum principle, applied to 
the set 
for some sufficiently small E E (0, E,,) (cf. Lemma 4.4), implies that z, > 0 on 
J$ (cf. (5.1)). Hence, arguing by contradiction, we may assume that for 
some r > T, 
z, = 0 on {(x, t)e&: T<t<z}. 
Let q * : Q, + [0, co ) be defined by 
-^  - I . . ‘I (4 t) = 
i 
Z.AX? t) if z(x, t) < 0 
0 if z(x, t)>O 
vl+b, t)= 
i 
0 if z(x, t)QO 
(5.11) 
44 t) if z(x, t) > 0. 
We claim that q* are solutions of (PM’) on [0, r], i.e., that q* = w* on 
Q,, where w* were introduced in the paragraph containing (5.5). 
Accepting this for the moment, the definition (5.5) of T yields the con- 
clusion that T> q a conclusion which contradicts the fact that r > T. Thus 
to complete the proof we have only to prove that q * solves (PM’ ) on 
[0, r]. We shall do this only for q+; the proof for q- is similar. 
Henceforth we denote yl+ by q. Since q clearly solves (PM+) on [0, T], 
it is suffkient to show that 
cc jyxwc+ j~‘~(T)~(T)=j~j~(c+?~,+e~~x,) (5.12) 
for all SE (T, r] and all functions x E C’%‘(Q,) with xx = 0 on 852 x [0, r]. 
Fix the test function x, let 0 < E, < E* < E,, be given (q, as in H2), and 
write 
i,(t) := i,,(t), 12(t) := i,,(t). 
Then there exist functions x1, X*E C2~‘(Qr) such that 
x=x1+x2 in 0, 
and, for T<t<z, 
suPP x1(t) = C-L, 12(t)), 
suPP x*(t) = (<1(t), Ll. 
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Since locally in the set {(x, t): z(x, t) > O>, q is a solution of Problem 
(PM+ ), (5.12) follows at once for x=x2, and it remains to prove (5.12) for 
x,, which we henceforth denote by x. 
In view of Lemma 4.4, there is a function C: [0, co) + Q such that 5, + [ 
pointwise as E JO, and z([((t), f) = 0 for t 3 0. Thus, since q = 0 when z < 0, 
it suffices to show that, for each s E (T, z), 
Cf 
I 
M’) YI(S) x(s) -c+ s;;:::’ v(T) x(T) 
C(s) 
Choose T< c < s < r. Since ye is a classical solution of the porous-media 
equation in the set 
{(x, t):i,(t)<x<iz(t), T<t<z} 
for all EE (0, Q), and since [, is smooth, 
-c+ s ’ i;(t)(vx)(i,(t), t) dt 0 
(5.14) 
for all E E (0, a*), where, by Lemma 4.4(iii), 
ZEOb) = IS {(rl”xx - (v”),x)(L(t), 2) CI 
-c+G(~)(vxNL(~)~ 01 dt 
= I ’ (Vx,)(L(~), t) dt. (r 
By Lemma 4.4(v), z([(r), t) = 0 for all t > 0, and we conclude from (5.11) 
that ~([(l), t) = 0 for T < t < z. Thus, since [, -+ % as E JO, it follows that 
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Z&r) + 0 as E JO. Thus, if in (5.14) we let E JO and then r~ 1 T, we recover 
(5.13). 1 
By (5.1) and Lemma 5.2, 9, is the graph of a function [: (T, co) --f Q: 
&= ((x, t):x=((t), t>T}. (5.15) 
We define 
ItT)=S+tT) (=i-(T)), c’(t)=((t), t>T. 
It then follows from (5.8) that (2.4) holds (for all time), that (i)-(iv) of 
Theorem 2.3 are satisfied, and that [’ are continuous on [0, T]. Further, [ 
is continuous on [T, co). Indeed, let { t,} c [T, cc ) with t, + t, and define 
ii = lim sup [(t,), cz = lim inf [(t,). Then, since z is continuous and 
vanishes on x = c(t), z([, , to) = z([?, to) = 0. But by (5.6) at t = T and 
(5.15), z(x, t)=O at t2 T only when x=[(t). Thus (,=(2=((to) and c is 
continuous. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 2.3 we must show that assertions (v) 
and (vi) of that theorem are satisfied. This will be accomplished in the next 
section. 
Note, for future use, that (5.15) and Lemma4.4(iv), (v) imply that, for 
each t > T, 
i+,(t) + i(t) as ~10. (5.16) 
6. THE INTERFACE (CONTINUED): PROOF OF THEOREM 2.3(v), (vi) 
Let x=(+,(t) denote the level curves {z=E} and {z= -E}, O<E<E~, 
as described-in Lemma 4.4. Let 
L:={(x, t):[--E(t)<x<{E(t), t>T,O<E<e,,} 
and note that, by Lemmas 4.4(ii) and 5.2, 
z,>o on L. (6.1) 
Let z > T be arbitrary. We shall construct neighborhoods of the point 
(c(t), z) which are rectangles in a new coordinate system. Choose 
T< t, < t, < z, 0 < &2 <El < Eg 
and define closed sets Qi and Q2 by 
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(i = 1, 2). Note that 
We now introduce a system Y of level sets for z on Q,, and, as is 
natural, we label Y at time t, (cf. Remark 4.2). More precisely, by (6.1) and 
the implicit function theorem there is a function Y: Q, + 52 such that 
for all (r, t) E QI . Then, trivially, Y(r, tI ) = r. Moreover, letting FVi denote 
the closed rectangles 
the mapping (r, t) H (x, t), x = Y(r, t), is a bijection of W, onto Q, , and 
carries W, onto Qz. Further, since x = c(t) is the level curve {z = 0} for 
times t 3 T, 
i(f) = Y(i(rl)v t)v t,gtgz. (6.2) 
Let Y, denote the system of level sets for z,, labelled at time t, 
(cf. Remark 4.2). ‘The next lemma forms the crux of our argument. 
LEMMA 6.1. 
(i) The sequence { Y,} is bounded in C’( W,). 
(ii) The sequence {Y,,,} is bounded in C”+( W,) for some aE (0, 1). 
Before proving Lemma 6.1, we complete the proof of Theorem 2.3. By 
Lemma 6.1(i), there exists a function Y, on W, and a subsequence of 
( Y,}, also denoted by {Y,,}, such that 
yn-, ycc in C(W,) as n-+00. (6.3) 
Thus, since zn( Y,(r, t), t) = z,(r, tI), it follows that z( Y,(r, t), t) = z(r, t,), 
and Y, is a second system of level curves for z on Qr labelled at time t,. 
But z,~ > 0 on Q 1 ; hence Y, = Y on W, . Therefore 
Y,+ Y in C(W,) as n-co, 
and this, combined with Lemma 6.l(ii), yields 
yn, -+ y, in C(W,) as n-co. 
The results (6.2) and (6.4) imply that c E C’ [r,, T] and 
i(t) = Y,(i(t1), f)? t, < t < T. 
(6.4) 
(6.5) 
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Moreover, for E E (0, Q), 
and if we differentiate this relation with respect to t we find, with the aid of 
(5.16), (6.5), and the continuity of Y, in W,, that 
1:; t,,(t) = lj$ Y,(5,,(f,), t) = Y,(i(t,), t) = Z(t) 
on [t2, r]. In view of Lemma 4.4(iii), this result yields the limit relation in 
Theorem 2.3(vi) for t2 < t < r. Finally, by Remark 4.2, the estimate (4.3) 
holds for Y,,; hence (6.4) and (6.5) yield the estimate 1 c(t)1 < C, T-’ for 
t2 < t < r. Thus, since [tz, r] c (T, co) is arbitrary, the results of this 
paragraph imply that Theorem 2.3(v), (vi) is valid. 
Note that when T=O, but ((zb)“-‘)’ E L”(Q), we may use the estimate 
(4.4) to verify Remark 2.4(i). 
Proof of Lemma 6.1. (i) By (6.1) and the fact that z, + z and z,, -+ z, in 
C(Q,) for any s > 0, the functions 
(6.6) 
are uniformly bounded with respect to n on W,. On the other hand, 
Theorem 4.1 and Remark 4.2 imply that 
I Y,,I<C,t;’ on W,, 
and thus { Y,,} is bounded in C’( W,). 
(ii) Let 
Then z <O and z, > 0 on L, (for A sufficiently small), so that z satisfies 
c-z, = (z;), classically on L, and hence z, + z in C’+‘(L,) for some c1> 0. 
Using this and the fact that Y, and Y are level curves of z, and z, it is easy 
to verify that for a = [Jr), Y,,, is bounded in C”,a( [ ti, r]) uniformly in n 
(cf. (4.5)). Thus, in view of the identity 
Y,Jr, t) =Y,da, t) +jr Y,&, t)& LI 
to establish conclusion (ii) it suffices to show that the functions Y,,, are 
uniformly Holder continuous on W,, uniformly in n. 
With this in mind, note first that Y,, satisties (4.5)-(4.8) with p replaced 
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by r and z&p) replaced by zOn(r, tl). Next, an argument similar to the one 
containing (6.6) implies that 
the functions Y,,,(r, t) and z,,(r, t1 ) are uniformly bounded 
and uniformly bounded away from zero on W,, (6.7) 
while this and the analogs for Y, of (4.3), (4.5) (at 1= t,), and (4.6) imply 
that 
the functions (z,,(r, ti)“-‘), and (Y,,Jr, t)-“-‘), are 
uniformly bounded on W,. (6.8) 
Moreover, if we differentiate the analog of (4.7) with respect to r, we arrive 
at a parabolic equation for Y,,,, of the form 
( Yntr), = {4(r9 f)(Ynr,), + b,(r, t)( Y,,,)},, 
where by (6.7) and (6.8) the functions a,(r, t) are uniformly bounded and 
uniformly bounded away from zero on W, , and the functions b,(r, t) are 
uniformly bounded on W,. In addition, by the counterpart, for Y,,,, of 
(4.8) with s = ti in conjunction with (6.7), the sequence {Y,,,} is bounded 
in L*( W,). We may therefore conclude from [19, Theorem 8.1, p. 192, and 
Theorem 10.1, p. 2041 that Y,,, is uniformly Holder continuous in W,, 
uniformly in n. u 
7. LARGE-TIME BEHAVIOR: PROOF OF THEOREM 2.6 
In this section we prove that the solution z of Problem I stabilizes, 
assuming throughout that 
z0 satisfies Hl. 
Let F: R --+ R and G: C’(w) + R be defined by 
F(u)=j;,,&jds, 
G(q)=(m+l)-‘Jln14’lm+‘. 
LEMMA 7.1. Let z. E C’(a). Then 
s (F(z),)~ + ‘W(t)) GWz,) for z 20. (7.1) QT 
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ProoJ: Let z, be the solution of Problem I,. Multiplying (3.2) by z,, 
and using the fact that z,, = 0 on 8Q x (0, co ), we obtain 
Let 
jQ,c”(znh= -(m+l)-’ jQ {z,,(7)m+‘-(Zb,)m+1). (7.2) 
and let n + co in (7.2); by (3.7), the result is 
lim 
s V’n(z,M* + W7)) = G(z,). n-m Qr 
(7.3) 
Since, by (7.2) and Lemma 3.2(ii), F,(z,), is uniformly bounded in L*(Q,), 
and since F,(z,) + F(z) uniformly in Qr as n -+ co, 
FJz,), + F(z)t weakly in L*(Q,). 
Further, since 11. II~2~Q~J is convex and lower semi-continuous on L*(Q,), it 
is also weakly lower semi-continuous. Hence 
and (7.1) follows from (7.3). 1 
For the remainder of the proof we will write z(t; z,,) for the solution of 
Problem I with initial data zO. Also, 5, defined by (2.1) is the unique 
steady-state solution of Problem I. 
LEMMA 7.2. z(t; z,,) + 5 in C”(a) as t -+ CO. 
Proof: By Theorem 2.2(i), z( t; zO) E C’(a) for t > 0, so we may assume, 
without loss in generality, that z0 E C’(n). Then, by Theorem 2.2(iii), the 
orbit (z(t; zO): t > 0} is precompact in C’(B), and consequently the o-limit 
set w(z,), defined with respect to the topology of C’(o), is nonempty. Thus 
it is sufficient to prove that 
4 E ~bcl) implies q = 5. (7.4) 
Since z(t; z,,) is continuous in C’(n) and G is continuous, it follows from 
standard stabilization theory (cf. Dafermos [ 141) that: 
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(i) q E w(zO) implies z(t; q) E o(zO) for t > 0; 
(ii) G is constant on o(zO). 
Thus G(z(t; q)) = G(q) for all qco(z,), and, using (7.1), we find that 
F(z(t; q))t = 0 a.e. in QT. 
Hence z(t; q) = q for t > 0 and q is a steady-state solution of Problem I. 
Since 5 is unique, (7.4) follows. 1 
To prove Theorem 2.6 we must show that the convergence in Lemma 7.2 
is exponential. Our proof follows the same lines as a proof by Alikakos and 
Rostamian [2]. 
Proof of Theorem 2.6. Again we may assume that z. E C’(a). Since 
Z’ = constant > 0, Lemma 7.2 implies that z,( ., t) > 0 for t sufficiently large; 
hence we may also assume, without loss of generality, that 
z&x) >, 8 > 0, XEQ. (7.5) 
To prove Theorem 2.6 it suflices to show that 
u+v 
z,(x, t) -- 
2L 
<Me-” in Q (7.6) 
for some M, y > 0. 
Let z, be the solution of Problem I,, so that, by Lemma 3.l(iii) and 
(7.5), 
&l”(X) 2 6 > 0, XEQ. 
The function W, = z,, is a solution of the problem 
I 
w, = {cL(z,)-’ (wm).r}x, in Q (7.7) 
w,( f L, t) = 0, o<t<oo (7.8) 
4x, 0) = d”(X), XEQ. (7.9) 
By the maximum principle, 
w,(x, t)26 in Q. 
If we multiply (7.7) by W, and integrate by parts, we obtain 
Id 
s 
~~~ = -m 
xzn n s n ~xz,)-l w~-1h,)2, 
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which implies 
Id 
I 
Wf< - 
rnc? m-1 
2z * max(c+, c-) s w  f.x * R 
(7.10) 
We define 
u-l- v, @“(X, t)= w,(x, t) - 7. 
Then 
I fiJx, t) dx = 0 for ta0 a 
and (7.10) implies 
with C, > 0 a constant independent of n; thus, using Lemma 3.1(i), 
i 
KJ~ < C2eCci’ for t>O (7.11) 
a 
for some constant C2 > 0, also independent of n. Since (7.11) holds for all n, 
II 
u-l-v 2<c e-C,’ z.A.7 t)-- L II 2 . 2 (7.12) 
Following the proof that Alikakos and Rostamian [2] and Alikakos [ 1 ] 
give in similar cases, it follows that (7.12) implies (7.6). 1 
8. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS: 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2 AND LEMMAS 3.1 AND 3.2 
First we show that c(z) satisfies a contraction property in L’(Q). A direct 
consequence of this result is uniqueness for Problem I. 
LEMMA 8.1. Let z,(t) and z*(t) be solutions of Problem I with initial 
functions z,,, and zo2, respectively. Then 
II c(z,(t))- c(z,(t))ll1 G II 4zo1) - 4%2)II I for t 20. 
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COROLLARY 8.2. Problem I has at most one solution. 
Proof of Lemma 8.1. We follow the main lines of a proof by Bamberger 
[61. 
Define the function 
and its approximation 
1 
-1 
w,(s) = s/v] 
1 
By Definition 2.1 (iv), 
5 Cc(z,)- c(z*)lt J/ Qr 
if s<O 
if s=O 
if s>O 
if s<-q 
if --?<S<tj 
if s>n. 
=- JQ~(lZl,lm-‘Zlr-IZ*xlm-1Z2i)~, 63.1) 
for all II/ E C’(Q) with $ = 0 on cX~ x (0, cc). Using a standard argument 
involving an approximation of sgn,(z, - zz) by functions II/ of the above 
type (note that, by Definition 2.1(i), zl(t)-z,(t) E HA(Q)), we arrive at the 
validity of (8.1) also for Ic/ = sgn,(z, - zz). For this choice of J/, the right 
side of (8.1) is ~0; we may therefore use the dominated convergence 
theorem to conclude that 
I [+I) - +dlt w(z, - 4 < 0 
QT 
for r > 0. Since sgn(c(z,) - c(zz)) = sgn(z, - zz), 
I Cch) - cWll sgn(ch) - 4~~)) GO Q? 
for z > 0, and an application of Lemma 8.3 below yields 
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Lemma 8.1 follows upon writing QT = Sz x (0, r) and integrating with 
respect to 2. 1 
LEMMA 8.3. Let G: R + R be a Lipschitz function. If w E 
W’~‘(O, z: L’(Q)), then G(w) E W’,‘(O, z: L’(0)) and 
dG(w) -=G’(w)$ 
dt 
a.e. in QT. 
The proof is given in [ 131. 
Proof of Lemma 3.1. We define v, and p on R by 
ifx< -L+J 
n 
v,(x)=;(x+L)+ 1 
P(X) = 
i 
0 
Cexp{(x’- l))‘} 
if 1x1 2 1 
if 1x1 < 1, 
with C > 0 a constant chosen so that llpll 1 = 1, and we let 
zdx) = 2n jR pW(x - y)) v,(y) 4, XER. 
One easily checks that z,,,, satisfies (i) and (ii). 
When z,, E C’(Q) we construct the sequence zO,, in a different manner. We 
set 
if x<-L+i 
n 
if XE 
[ 
-L+;,L-; 1 
if xdL-i 
n’ 
fin(x) = 2n I t@nb - y)) C,(Y) dy, XEQ, R 
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and define 
zon(x) = -u+ il, (U,)l/(m-l), XESZ. 
Again one easily checks that z,,~ has the desired properties. 1 
Proof of Lemma 3.2. 11 follows from classical existence and uniqueness 
theory [ 19, Theorem 5.2, p. 5641 that Problem I, has a unique solution 
consistent with (i). Moreover, w, = z,, is a solution of the problem 
(7.7)-(7.9) and (ii) follows from the maximum principle. 
Assertion (iii) follows from (7.2) and (ii). 
The function p,, := (z,,)” satisfies the equation 
and the boundary condition p,( &- L, t) =0 for t 20, and (iv) follows at 
once from results of DiBenedetto [15]. l 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. By Lemma 3.2, the functions z, are uniformly 
Lipschitz continuous with respect to x and hence, by a result of 
Gilding [22], uniformly Holder continuous in t. Thus there exist a sub- 
sequence of {zn}, which we again denote by {z,,}, and a function z E C(Q), 
with Z,~E C(a x (0, co)) and z,>O in Q, such that z, + z in C(Qr) as 
n -+ cc and, for any s E (0, z), z,, --t z, in C(a x [s, r]). If z0 E C’(B), then 
z,,+z, in C(&) as n+cc for all z>O. 
We claim that z is a solution of Problem I. For all z > 0 and p E [ 1, co), 
Z” + z weakly in L*(O, z: W’-p(s2)). 
In addition, it follows from Lemma 3.2(iii) and the uniform convergence on 
Q, of c,(z,) to c(z) that 
4zA + c(z), weakly in L’(Q,). 
Using these properties one easily shows that z satisfies the integral equation 
in Definition 2.l(iv), by letting n + cc in the analogous integral equation 
for z,. 
Finally, since z E L*(O, t: H’(Q)) and Z,E L*(O, z : L*(O)) for z >O, we 
find [21, Lemma 1.2, p. 2611 that ZE C([O, cc): L*(sZ))c C([O, 00): 
L’(g)). Thus, since z satisfies (i)-(iv) of Definition 2.1, z is a solution of 
Problem I. 
The other properties in Theorem 2.2 follow at once: the uniqueness of z 
was shown in Corollary 8.2, and the properties (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 2.2 
are consequences of Lemma 3.2(iv). 1 
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9. SKETCH OF THE PROOF OF THEOREM 2.5 
In view of Theorem 2.3, we may restrict our attention to the set in which 
z # 0. We shall consider only z > 0; the analysis for z < 0 is no different. 
Let E E (0, E,,), with .sO as specified in (2.3). The function w  = z, is a weak 
solution of the porous-media equation 
c + w, = ( Wm)xx in QE = {(x, t): i,(t) <x < L, t > 0}, 
where [, is given by Lemma 4.4. Since E can be chosen arbitrarily small, the 
properties which we are to prove about the set {zx = 0) follow (if we 
restrict our attention to {z > 01) from known results concerning the free 
boundaries of the porous-media equation. Such results are given by 
Knerr [ 181 and Caffarelli and Friedman [ 121 (cf. [3,20] for surveys). 
Knerr, Caffarelli, and Friedman consider only the Cauchy problem and 
assume that the set {w > 0) is initially connected. However, since the main 
part of their analysis is local, their results carry over to our problem. The 
chief nonlocal portion of their analysis is a lower bound for (w;- 1)xr, 
which is independent of n and valid for t >O. Here w, = z,, with z, the 
approximating sequence introduced in Section 3. The required lower bound 
is given by the next lemma. 
LEMMA 9.1. Choose 0 < 6 < 5 < co and 0 < E < Ed. Then there exists a 
constant k(6, z, E), which does not depend on n, such that 
((~,.r)~-‘).x.,a -k(4 T E) in Qh, 
where 
Qfx = {(x, t): i,(t) <x < L, 6 6 t d r}. 
Proof Let 5, be the extension of z, to C-L, 3L] x [0, r] defined by 
2,(x, t) = 2z,,(L) - z,(2L -x, t) on [L, 3L] x [0, t]. 
Then, restricted to the set 
OS, := ((x3 t): i,(t) < x < 2L - i,(t), 0 < t < z}, 
z”, is the solution of the problem 
c+z, = (zy),, in Q,, 
z(i,(t)t f) = z,(i,(tL 11, o<t<s 
@L - i,(f), 1) = z”,w - L(t), f), o<t<s 
4-G 0) = it& O), i,(O) < x < 2L - i,(O). 
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To establish Lemma 9.1 it suffices to show that B, = z”,, satisfies 
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(9.1) 
where 
Let 
.-m (q- l)xx P” .- m-l in &,, 
Since z is a classical solution of c+z, = (z;), on the level curve x = c,(t), 
On the other hand, 
for some constant M, = Mr(6, r, E). Hence there exists a constant 
M, = M,(6, r, E), which is independent of n, such that 
~,,a -Mz on the lateral boundary of &!i’. (9.2) 
We follow Aronson and Benilan [4] and introduce the differential 
operator 
L?(q) = q, - mG;- lqxx - 2m26~-2~,,q, - (m + 1) q2. 
Then 
=wp,)=O and % - M,/(t - a/2)) < 0 in Qii2, 
where 
M, = M,(6, T, E) = max{ (m + 1)-l, (r - 6/2) M,}. 
505/67/1-7 
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By (9.2), p, > -MJ(t - 6/2) on the parabolic boundary of 0:;‘. Thus, by 
the maximum principle, 
M3 
P”>/ -- 
6 
in Qfi2, 
t-- 
2 
and inequality (9.1) follows with k(6, z, E) = 2(m - 1) MJ6m. 1 
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